Data Access Patient critical data is stored in MEDITECH Live, data repositories, and various databases.
Access to this data may require many different methods, systems, and protocols to get a holistic view of the patient
data. IPeople can provide a single point-of-entry to all of your data sources, minimizing waste and frustration.

IPeople Connect
IPeople understands the importance of having direct, real-time access to your healthcare data. Our IPeople
Connect solution provides your organization with bi-directional, open integration with your HCIS system and most
standard database systems. IPeople Connect allows you to:
•
•
•
•

Access HCIS data real-time using industry standard solutions
Make your HCIS data available to other applications
Upload data into your systems via scripting
Explore and access all of your data within your HCIS system and disparate systems

SOLUTIONS TO FIT YOUR DATA ACCESS NEEDS
IPeople Direct

IPeople Echo

IPeople Direct is an industry leader when it comes to
accessing your data... access information real-time and
in the way that you want to see it. IPeople Direct
delivers a single point of connectivity to access all
connected systems through ODBC, OLE DB, or
ADO.NET for quick and simple, real-time reporting.
With simplified access to information and intuitive
tools for exploring your data, our customers see
immediate return on their investment with increased
database knowledge and time savings.

Create a customized data repository with IPeople Echo,
a web-based data download manager and repository
builder inspired and evolved over the years by the
needs of our users. IPeople Echo makes it easy for you
to capture and store data useful for historical reporting
that would otherwise be lost due to data purging;
download data for trending analysis; and store data for
disaster recovery preparedness. Create, schedule, and
monitor custom downloads to Microsoft SQL Server
without having to write a line of code!

IPeople Script

IPeople Scout

IPeople Script’s intuitive wizards allow you to
automate the script-writing process and eliminate the
manual typing of data into your HCIS system. Both
technical and non-technical users will find benefit from
IPeople Script’s approach and flexible script-building
features such as drill-down capabilities, auto-recovery,
and alert notifications. In addition, IPeople Script
includes the ability to perform real-time queries
against your HCIS system and other data sources, and
supports the simultaneous running of scripts for
supported platforms.

Bridge the gap between you and your data! Searching
for your data when it is in disparate systems can be
very task oriented, timely and very frustrating. IPeople
Scout offers a wide range of tools that make it easier to
find and organize your data. With IPeople Scout,
explore your data to identify table relationships,
intelligent joins across tables and systems, and
visualize database crosswalks. Additionally, IPeople
Scout offers powerful comparison, preview, and export
features.
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HEAR IT FROM THE CUSTOMERS
“IPeople is great. We are the most popular group in the organization because we have the right tool with IPeople
Echo. People don’t always trust the data they receive from the MT DR, but IPeople Echo is trusted and we have
access to tables that they (other depts.) don’t have access to. It’s a great tool.”
-Jay O’Donnell, Island Health

“IPeople Direct is a great product! One of our main benefits is the integration with SQL Server Integration
Services. Using IPeople Direct’s OLE DB driver, we can download many different sets of data simultaneously
across our system at all times throughout the day. We usually average 100+ queries running at any given time
during the day. Also, the support staff is great to help us with complex queries. It really is a great product.”
-Brandon Tolleson, Arkansas Children’s

“People Scout has dramatically reduced the time and effort spent to create reports and mine data. The added
functionality of smart joins across multiple Meditech tables has been a life saver. I no longer have to dig through
documentation, or use trial and error to ensure I have the correct linked fields for multiple tables. The different
type of export formats has also saved time. I am now able to export via excel, pdf, txt, or csv without having to go
through the hassle of bringing multiple file types across multiple programs. The ease of use has also translated
into being able to train additional users to write simple reports without having to burden the IS department.
IPeople Scout has helped our facilities leverage Meditech data in a quicker more user-friendly manner.”
-Drew Johnson, Formerly with Clearwater Valley Hospital

IPeople Connect, complimented by a variety of innovative services:
IPeople Select DR
Don’t have time to build your own data repository? Need gaps filled with your existing DR? Take advantage of prepackaged data repository downloads that will set you on the right path. Have confidence knowing your data
repository was built using best practices, tuned to be as efficient as possible, and with full auditing in place.

Custom Script Development
Need specific data entry into MEDITECH or other systems, NOW? IPeople provides an immediate and experienced
resource to help with your custom scripting needs. Our solutions are tailor-made to meet your needs.

Report Writing Services
Is your IT department seeing a rise in the demand of detailed reporting across multiple platforms? IPeople offers
report writing services using NPR Reports, Report Writer (M-AT), and SQL. Our in-depth HCIS data knowledge
ensures we get the job done quicker and carry you beyond the limitations of existing report writing solutions. By
adding theses services you will see a savings in your resources used.
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